Can performance-based safety processes prevent offshore oil spills?

Ever since recovery of the blowout preventer, discussion on the Macondo accident’s root causes has continued. The equipment essentially operated as designed, so was the incident a procedural problem, or a series of unimaginable failures? Was it predictable?
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Considering the challenges put before Gulf of Mexico exploration and production companies in the last few months, many industry experts are asking if enough is being done to guarantee the protection of assets, the environment and facility personnel.

Performance-based risk assessment programs have been employed in the downstream refining and chemical industries with varying amounts of success. Should these standards be employed in the upstream oil and gas applications, or will this simply drive more complexity and cost into an industry already challenged with cost?

What we know about the Macondo BOP. The drill pipe was "deflected ... from the moment the well began flowing." Whether or not the shear rams worked when called on, they couldn’t get a clean cut on the pipe, where oil and gas was flowing out.

Many sources for reference have been established by the 551-page DNV report and by the more recent NAE/NRC report (see sidebar on pages 52-53).

Most authorities agree that the BOP did operate as designed, but was not able to respond to a subsequent, unforeseen failure mode. Armchair quarterbacks might ask if it was fit for purpose and question the sizing, installation and adequacy of testing procedures. By definition, the BOP did fail and did not achieve a safe state, which had significant consequences for exploration and production in the Gulf of Mexico.

Considering this previously unrecognized failure mode has now occurred, how do we prevent a similar event in the future? Are there processes or tools that could be put in place to identify every type of BOP failure?

IEC standards. Some observers have said that IEC 61511, “Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the process industry sector,” would have a significant impact on the design of future BOP systems. Others, however, have said that applying IEC 61511 to drilling applications would be like “pounding a square peg into a round hole.”

IEC 61508, on the other hand, is a basic, functional safety standard that can be applied to literally any device. Could IEC 61508 be used to uncover dangerous failure modes in the BOP? Some have argued that it is reasonable to expect that a BOP designed with this process would be superior to the very specific, detailed and exhaustive requirements of BOP-specific API standards.

If this is true, what is contained in this generic, subjective document that would provide design outcomes superior to a guidance document that is based on dozens of years of field experience with a very specific application?

To many, the answer is “nothing”–61508 simply does not include the processes to improve an experience-based design. It would, however, evoke the use of the HAZOP process that is discussed in the next section.

HAZOP. Does the Hazards and Operability Analysis (HAZOP) process have universal onshore and offshore applicability? Would the BOP failure mode in question even be considered during a structured HAZOP review?

Many feel that conducting a HAZOP to identify the hazards and determine the level of risk and required safety performance is the right way to go. Once completed, this would allow the reliability engineer a basis to design the appropriate equipment solution to mitigate the risk and provide for the definition of the proof-testing requirements.

According to the Product Quality Research Institute, HAZOP is a structured, systematic technique for system examination and risk management. It is often used as a technique for identifying potential hazards in a system and identifying operability problems likely to lead to nonconforming products. HAZOP is based on a theory that assumes risk events are caused by deviations...
The BOP atop the Macondo well was designed to activate and seal the well if control was lost, even in a "low-probability, high-impact event," such as the blowout that occurred the evening of April 20, 2010. There were several levels of redundancy designed into the equipment, some requiring active human control and some automatic.

The BOP was capable of two main responses to an extreme emergency, such as an ultra-high-pressure gas kick. The first was to activate a blind shear ram (BSR) to stem the flow of hydrocarbons into the riser, and the second was the emergency disconnect system (EDS), to separate the lower marine riser package (LMRP) from the BOP, and hence the riser from the well. Ultimately, neither of these systems worked as it intended.

Studies conducted before and subsequent to the Deepwater Horizon tragedy, by Transocean, BP, Det Norsk Veritas and the National Academy of Engineering/National Resources Council (NAE/NRC), underscored some basic issues with BOPs, especially in very deep water.

- BSRs cannot cut multiple thicknesses of pipe, such as in a tool joint or drill collar. In order to seal in a well, the BSR must be able to shear the pipe. Therefore, it is critical that pipe and not a tool joint is across the shear ram when it activates. A study by MMS in 2001 recommended that BOPs be equipped with two BSRs spaced apart so that one of them will always be able to shear pipe. The recommendation was not adopted, and the Macondo BOP had only one BSR.

- Deep water lowers the success rate of BSRs. This is because drillers use thicker, stronger pipe in deepwater situations, and high hydrostatic pressures can make effective shearing more difficult. Mud, sand and cement in the pipe are also factors.

- Even if the BSR is activated as intended, it is not necessarily capable of withstanding formation pressures and sealing the well.

- The BSR can be activated by any of five ways: 1) It can be activated by rig personnel remotely, from either the drill floor or the bridge; 2) it is triggered when an emergency disconnect is initiated; 3) it can be activated directly by an ROV; 4) it can be activated automatically by a "deadman" system, if communication with the rig is lost or hydraulic pressure fails, and 5) it can be activated if the rig moves unexpectedly off station without a proper disconnect.

- Investigators have concluded that there was no attempt to activate the BSR system before the blowout and explosion. Rig personnel did attempt to activate the EDS seven minutes after the explosions, but this did not trigger the BSR. There is strong evidence that the deadman system didn’t work as intended.

- Most investigators believe the BSR was activated by ROV two days after the explosion and fire. In any event, when it did operate, it did not seal the well.

from design or operating intentions. Identification of such deviations is facilitated by using sets of “guide words” as a systematic list of deviation perspectives. This approach is a unique feature of HAZOP methodology that helps stimulate the imagination of team members when exploring potential deviations.

As a risk assessment tool, HAZOP is often described as:

- A brainstorming technique
- A qualitative risk-assessment tool
- An inductive risk-assessment tool, meaning that it is a “bottom-up” risk identification approach, where success relies on the ability of subject matter experts (SMEs) to predict deviations based on past experiences and general expertise.

Considering the preceding definition, would a discussion of this scenario have occurred during the course of a HAZOP? Wouldn’t using a set of “guide words” as a systematic list of deviation perspectives result in a discussion of only failure modes that have a historical precedent?

Seasoned engineers realize that most HAZOPs neglect a very large percentage of known hazards, and are not a good tool to uncover previously unknown or unreported failure modes.

Performance-based design standards. While many standards exist for drilling platforms, experience suggests that prescriptive standards can, and do, work well, due to similarities among BOPs. However, some argue that the IEC 61511 approach could have revealed the unknown failure mode left uncovered by the existing API standards for BOP design.

As one experienced safety expert remarked in a blog posting: “A prescriptive standard may be needed for equipment as specialized as a BOP. If the BOP was also subjected to a performance-based design approach like IEC 61508, the process may have led to the consideration of risk associated with drill pipe damage and tool joints in the BOP.”

In process-related industries, major oil companies have documented some success in using a combined prescriptive/performance-based approach, but does IEC 61508 have anything to offer in this instance? While IEC 61508 is a great design tool, its guidance on interaction between safety equipment and the physical process has been referred to as “between insufficient and non-existent.” The guidance in the IEC standard lacks the basis for identifying equipment/application mismatch.

Most agree that there are similarities in the BOP scenario and the design of topsides safety functions, where the use of the prescriptive API 14C guidance in conjunction with IEC61511 analysis and safety lifecycle principles has provided a reduction of risks not adequately addressed by API 14C alone.

In conclusion, because IEC 61511 is such a generic process that does not consider the unique attributes of very specialized equipment, design specifics are improved only by prescriptive standards, prescriptive regulations and prescriptive workflow processes.

BOP test requirements. Testing procedures and their fault coverage factor have been called into question. However, one must keep in mind that the Macondo BOP did activate. One must take a closer look at the facts:

By DOI requirements, BOPs must be tested regularly. The tests do not include activating the shear rams during drilling, as
REASONS FOR BOP FAILURE

The recently released report from NAE/NRC, entitled “Macondo Well–Deepwater Horizon Blowout, Lessons for Improving Offshore Drilling Safety,” summarized the known and suspected reasons for why the BOP failed:

- There was only one BSR on the Deepwater Horizon’s BOP. A Casing Shear Ram (CSR) that was located below the BSR was able to shear thicker pipe, but it was not capable of sealing the well.
- The BSR was not designed to shear pipe that was under compression rather than tension. The drill pipe on the Macondo well was under high compression, either from the weight of the pipe above, the pressure from below, or both. Also, the hydrostatic pressure inside the pipe effectively created further compression.
- Compression buckled the drill pipe inside the BOP, moving it off center, so that the BSR couldn’t completely shear it and could not seal the annulus. A contributing factor was the upper annular ram, which was closed at the time for negative pressure tests. Consequently, the drill pipe’s movement was restricted, and the hydrocarbons flowing at high pressure through the well caused the pipe to buckle between the upper annular and upper variable bore rams.
- The BSR was designed with one V-shaped blade and one straight blade, which tests have shown requires more hydraulic pressure to shear pipe. Newer BSRs have two V-shaped blades. Also, the blades on the BSR were not wide enough to span the whole cross section of the annulus.
- Attempts in the control room to initiate EDS failed, because the multiplexing communication cables were severed in the explosion and fire.
- Once communication and hydraulics were lost, the deadman system should have activated the BSR, but apparently it did not. The BSR is operated by two control pods. Investigation revealed a low battery charge in one control pod and an incorrectly wired solenoid valve in the other, which may have caused the failure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- BOP systems should be redesigned to provide robust and reliable cutting and sealing, using the pipe designated for the well and under all foreseeable operating conditions. The systems should be tested and verified regularly. Operator training for emergency BOP operation should be improved.
- The instrumentation on the BOP system should be improved, so that it can be monitored continuously.
- Instrumentation should give timely warning of loss of well control, and the BOP’s systems should engage automatically if conditions aren’t addressed in an appropriate amount of time.
- In emergency conditions, the EDS system should function independently of control from the rig, and be linked to automatic BSR operation and sealing of the well.
- All BOP systems should be testable without compromising the integrity of the equipment.
- A BOP that is not operating properly should cause drilling operations to cease.

Accountability. In times of crises, is it reasonable to suggest that we take responsibility away from individuals and companies that are actually empowered with the decision-making process? Virtually all of the critical decisions leading to the disaster were made by BP and its drilling subcontractors. By all accounts, the MMS did not have the review and approval of day-to-day decisions, which is where critical mistakes were made.

The Presidential report listed a series of decisions that saved time and increased the risk of a well incident. The only decision relative to the MMS concerned a surface plug, which was never installed, because the well blew out before BP could put it in place.

With both the authority and responsibility to oversee and manage construction activity and the associated processes and materials, regulators and end-users depend on the guidance documents generated by industry experts, in this case API ANSI and other standards bodies. This is where the focus should be.

Conclusions. According to the Presidential Commission report, “The blowout was not the product of a series of aberrational decisions made by rogue industry or governmental officials that could not have been anticipated or expected to occur again. Rather, the root causes are systemic and, absent significant reform in both industry practices and government policies, might well recur.”

In summary, there is no evidence to support an either/or debate; the BOP did, in fact, fail to meet the safety coverage that it was designed to provide. Any continuous improvement process merits the use of all available tools, including the implications of both prescriptive and performance-based standards. Prescriptive standards are easier to use and provide open access to cumulative knowledge. On the other hand, performance-based standards provide engineers and system designers a tool to more fully analyze their processes and equipment. Shouldn’t the use of prescriptive standards stand as a baseline, augmented with the best analytical processes and tools, integrity targets and audited QA/QC workflows available?

In the end, the report may well support a call for competency and certification in all aspects of the safety system industry, and it is reasonable that we have a plan to protect us and the environment from ourselves. 
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